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RADIAL WRITING ENGINE! 

Science and precision engineering created Sheaffer’s revolutionary "TRIUMPH" pen point! \ x 

i Years of Sheaffer research—to produce the finest in writing instrument performance and 
beauty—evolved this new pen mechanism principle! 

Large diameter fins scientifically control fluid flow. Touch the Osmalloy-tipped writing end v 
of the "TRIUMPH" Feathertouch point to paper! instantly the fluid is released through 

the exclusive glazed fluid trail. Lift it!... Automatically the fissures become a safety reservoir 
V 

THE BOTTLE WITH ^To accomplish this accurate regulation, Sheaffer employs seventeen manufacturing operations y 

Dllll T I 
make the radial fin fluid feeding unit alone! 

GE BUILT-1 Sheaffer's use of more gold makes this superior pen performance possible! The cylindrical 
^shape utilizes the engineering law for greatest strength. This stronger construction is thinner 

^than a plastic hood—thus providing room for the fluid feeding mechanism of tremendously 
^increased capacity! And—with all its improved design and utility, the "TRIUMPH" point is ? 

• 2 ifit,ed ,Q y°“r hand! No need to change your personal writing habits to suit the pen. The V 
j ^ TRIUMPH has the spring and tension you must have! 

Writing is believing! Try the "TRIUMPH" and compare! You’ll find that you get the most 

lf°r y°ur mone/ in a Sheaffer! W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, Fort Madison, lowa; Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada. 

Ar left: ''TRIUMPH" Jlifatim* ♦ pen, with clip, $12.50, pencil, $5 —"TRIUMPH" TUCKAWAY model without clip, foe men of women, carriei tafely in all pouhom in purte of poet- 
pen, $12 50, pencil, $4. 
•All -fl/a/tmse pent, identified by the White Dot, ore unconditionally guaranteed 

T 
llf» of the firtt user eacept ogoinjl lost and willful damage—when terviced if 

lop well keeps fingers clean because it is not '» returned, lubject only to inturance, pottage, handling charge—35c if yc 
necessary to dip pen into bottom well. Only factory yourtelf, slightly more if you requeit the dealer to do it for you. 

SKRIP has the Top Well. SKRIP, successor to ink. ASK FOR SHEAFFER'S WHEN YOU ASK FOR LEADS 
Regular size, 25c School size, 15c. Most ol the better stores have complete Sheaffer lead 

departments containing all sites, colon and grades— 
dvong, smooth-writing, grit-free the original genuine Ftneltne leads developed lor Sheaffer by the Jos. Diaon Crucible Company. Economy package, S5c, regular pockage, 1 Sc. 
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